
Giacomo Guidi - Milan - is pleased to announce the opening of Depths, a solo 
exhibition by Matteo Montani, with new productions specifically ideated for this 
show. 
Matteo Montani is one of the most interesting artists of his generation. His 
work is marked by a painting tuned among the most original searches in the 
contemporary scene through the use of such a peculiar support as sandpaper 
and a fluid and spring painting, always hovering between appearance of forms 
and particular chromatic suggestions. 

His works are moving artworks, characterised by a way of understanding 
painting as part of a Nature revealing itself and its form in the making. In this 
making, rich of interpretive possibilities, Matteo Montani “plays with the case,” 
but - as he himself says - case is governed by a precise consistency of signs 
that make up an extremely rich visual alphabet. A magic dialogue establishes 
between the observer and the artwork, a sort of mirage that can not saturate 
the analytical greed of a critical vision but rather remain untouchable in terms 
of a thin agreement between souls. 

The exhibition aims to present to the public the different declinations of his 
language, and among them, in particular his last series of works, the Depths, 
great watercolors that give name to the exhibition. 
“The Depth is a look that spills into himself. The Depth cannot be seen. You see 
the rest of the look that has scrutinised the Depth. You see the sinking look, 
not the Depth. You see what remains of that look, in that same look ... “(Matteo 
Montani) 
Part of the exhibition will also be Montani’s latest works on abrasive paper, 
the artist’s favorite support, similar in their formal construction, but showing 
different results due to the use of polychromy and brass powder.

Matteo Montani (Rome, 1972) lives and works in Rome. His works are collected 
in Italy and abroad. These include: Novartis Corporated, Florida, U.S.,Museum 
am Dom, Wuerzburg, Museum Burg, Miltemberg, The Quadrennial Foundation, 
Rome, VAF Foundation, Rovereto, Unicredit Collection, Milano Collection, Arte 
Fiera, Bologna.

In 2014 he participated in the Biennale China-Italy and in 2013 was one of 
the winners, with a special prize of the jury, of the 64 edition of the Michetti Art 
Award Prize.
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